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arrangements. Up to mid-

PREAMBLE

Lf

wish first to thank the Senior

Management of the Central
Bank including the Governo6
depuU Governors and Director
of Bank Examination for what
consider a unique opportunity

I

afforded me to return to the
CBN, our treasured organisation,

to share my thoughts with an
audience of specialists from
whom I look forward to a learning

I am particularly

1980s, Nigerian as wellas other
African banks routinely received
inter-bank lines and other trade
finance facilities because these
kinds of credit were considered
by international banks as the
most secure among facilities to
developing countries. Following

the defaults on facilities to
developing countries that
started in Mexico in 1982 and
the ensuing crises, off-shore

to foreign exchange crisis affxting
almost univercally all the countries
in Africa as a result of the decline

in export prices, adverse terms
of trade, and rising external
debC foreign suppliers (were)
showing increasing reluctance to
extend even the normal credit
facilities to the African importers
and (were) insisting upon sighting
letterc of credit (often confirmed
by overseas banks) or advance
payment'! Thus, sovereign risk
rather than corporate risk was
the major obstacle to accessing
off-shore financing. The macroeconomic reforms of 1986 and

facilities were no longer readily
grateful to Dr Shamsuddeen available. The stringency that
iJsman, Deputy Governor, arose was essentially due to
(Domestic, Monetary & Banking transfer or macro-economic
Policy) who, in addition to his difficulties rather than poftfolio others that followed were
role at the CBN, is a member of problems. That is to say that introduced to address this
my Board, for rbcognising the Nigeria banks that had arrears condition and access to foreign
relevance of the issues before faced the problem because exchange was market and cash
driven. As can be seen in Table
us this aftemmn b my oryanization public authorities could not
provide
foreign exchange to 1, private resource flows to
and facilitating the creation of
enable such banks meet their Nigeria during the decade
this rendezvous.
external obligations. A World 1989- 1990's disappeared. Foreign
Bank Repoft observed in 1989 direct investment continued to
INTRODUCTION
that "Prior to 1986 the major flow into Nigeria but essentially
The subject I have been asked international banks provided to the Oil Sector. As far as official
to reflect on is important and revolving credit lines of between flows are concerned , bilateral
US$S million to US$40 million to credit disappeared while only
somewhat provocative given the
potential significance of foreign
cover payments against letters multi laterals conti n ued to provide
of credit for periods of up to one external credit to Nigeria. A
capital in the development process
and the implied doubt the topic year Since then, these facilities vastly expanded banking system,
raises about the capacity of (were) suspended out of fear which reached 119 banks in
that the foreign exchange 1991, covered their external
banks to manage their portfolios
needed to repay drawings on obligations on cash basis. For a
on accessing external flnance. In
last
three
these lines would not be variety of reasons including
the course of the
decades or so, banks in Nigeria released by the releuant Centnl credit operations some of these
appear to have witnessed three Banks'i An earlier UNCTAD banks experienced serious
distinct external financing document had stated that "due portfolio weaknesses. It took

experience.

*Mr. C.C. Etlordu is the'Presidenl, Africun Export - Intport Ban* (Afreximban*).
The
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very robust measures before the

In the light of the foregoing,

Domestic Savings: It is

authorities and the regulators
could reasonably correct the

what should be the response of
public policy? (Section VI).

possible for a country to pursue

systemic weaknesses that had
oveftaken the banking industry.
In recent times, international
banks and export credit agencies
have begun to return to Africa

What conclusions do all these
imply? (section VII)

II.

ADVANTAGES OF

including Nigeria and are providing

EXTERNAL RESOURCE

different types of off-shore
facilities" While pre-1989

FLOWS

experience would suggest that
Nigerian banks could manage
some of these facilities effectively
the events of the 1990's may

a

The development process req u res
significant investments and two
gaps constrain the achievement
of levels of investment necessary
i

guarded

for the attainment of high
growth rates. These are a savings
gap and a foreign exchange gap
and off-shore borrowings could
and have been used to fill these

caution or even control may be
seen as reinforced by the Asian
experience as from 1997 where
liberal foreign resource flows
especially short-term flows and
commercial borrowing by the
private sector created a variety
of problems including bank
portfolio problems, systemic
contagion and instability with
adverse consequences for overall

economic arowth. The specific

question to ask therefore is
whether foreign resource flows
should be subject to explicit

controls. To evaluate this
proposition, a numberof questions
would need to be considered.

What are the benefits and risks
in foreign resource flows in
general and flows to banks in
pafticular? (Sections II & III).

Are mitigants and techniques
available for managing the risks?

(Section IV).

How have Nigeria banks fared
use of
in tn. recent Past in the

lr-tnor.

facilities and resources?

(Section V).

programmes entirely on the
basis of its own resource but
most countries seek to augment
domestice resources with external

lnflow in order to hasten the
development process. Where a

country manages off-shore
borrowing effectively it can

response. The desirability of

suggest a need for

its investment and growth

contribute to significant growth.
East Asia is a classical example

where off-shore borrowing
successfully assisted growth
and contrasts with the experience
of sub-Saharan Africa where the
region failed to attract substantial
off-shore resources and growth
was poor. A comparison of these

gaps and secure rapid growth
rates. Beside this, other benefits,

two Regions

which accrue to a recipient

-

country of off-shore resources,
tend to vary with the form of
the resource inflow and the
beneficiary activity. Thus, while
foreign direct investment (FDI)
may be accompanied by
technological advantages the
value of a line of credit may lie
in its pricing to the recipient. It
is not intendbd to exhausively
discuss the benefits because
illustrations would be adequate
to demonstrate the essential

-

East Asia and
Africa
Sub-Saharan
- (Tables I
N) shows that East Asia in
spite of high domestic savings
rate exceeding 30Yo received
significant external resources
which enabled the Region to
record growth rates of about Bolo
per annum during each of the
20 years (1980

- 2000). In contmst
with much lower savings rate
(around 20o/o) sub-Saharan Africa
and Nigeria attracted low levels
of external resources and recorded

envisaged from off-shore

poor output growth rates of
about 2o/o during the same 20
year period. Given population
growth rates of roughly the
same order as output growth,
African economies remained

borrowing. They include:

largely static.

point being made. The examples

given here appear to be the
recurring objective and benefit

.
.
.

Augmentation of domestic
savings

Expoft Promotion
DeveloPment of Financial
Markets.

i)

Augmentation of

The form of Asian resource inflow
also reinforred grc\ ffi performance.

While private resource inflows
dominated East Asian external
inflow, sub-saharan inflows
*"t. largetY official esPeciallY
multilateial flows' It has been
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suggested

that private flows

such as the ones that chancterised
East Asian resource inflows were

October/December 2001

of raising that
funding decisive. In many
practical situations in Nigeria
makes the cost

more likely to power output and sub-Saharan Africa off-shore
growth as they also provide financing in US dollar terms
"transfer oi technology and would cost well below 10o/o
management skills, enhanced compared to costs exceeding
access to external markets and

30o/o in terms

improved competitiveness and
efficiency'i Indeed, initially, East
Asian resource inflows were
largely official but more recently
the composition shifted towards
a wider range of private sources.
The lesson ishatoff+horc rcsources

currencies. Thus, an Exporter
with access to US dollar financing
compared to another who hasn't

could enhance domestic savings

and boost growth especially
where the variety of sources of
inflow is broad with a dominant
private sector component in order
to attract other positive features
of development such as technology,

management skills and marketing

Expoft Promotion: This

is another area where off-shore

flows have been beneficial to
recipient countries, Such benefits

have arisen through lowering
the cost of export financing and

ensuring competitiveness;
extending the tenor of facilities
to exporters in appropriate
situations; and facilitating access
to erport-promoting imports.
How these gains accrue may be
briefly illustrated. With regard to
borrowing cost, it is impoftant
to point out that the expott sector
is characterised by small margins

because

would enjoy an enormous
com

petitive advantage.

With regard to financing tenors,
it is pertinent to point out that
the tenor of liabilities of most
banks in Nigeria and Africa is
short. As a consequence the
banks can only finance short-term

business. Some off-shore
borrowi n gs are tenorcd especially
those from multilaterals and

ECAs and provide financing
flexibility to recipient banks. In

networks.

ii)

of most local African

of the intense

competition in it. This means
that the exporter's profit per unit
of operation is low and the only
way to enhance profits is by
handling large volumes. To handle
large volumes in turn calls for
large amounts of credit and

this regard, the off-shore faciliti€s
enable them to consider financing
longer term export business and
break into non-traditional items
such as manfactures which may

require a number of years to
bring to fruition and additional
time to repay any associated
credit.

many national and Regional
Eximbanks operate foreign
currency lending programmes.
Also some Central Banks operate

variants of such programmes.
East Asia is again a classical
example of a Region where
off-shore borrowing was used
along the above lines to support
expoft promotion programmes.
In pafticular, South Korea was a
pioneer in this regard and
became an export success
where export-GDP ratios in the
order of 40o/o were maintained
for long periods. This kind of use
of off-shore borrowing has been
adopted by other countries:
India being a remarkable case
in this regard. Also, Regional
Exim Banks operate off-shore
currency lending programmes in
order to secure the benefits
discussed here for their members.
Thus, Afreximbank, Bladex, and
CAf, provide this kind of service

to their clients.

iai)

Financial Development:

It has been argued that "freer
capital flows improve the
allocation of capital globally,
allowing resources to move to
areas with high rates of return.

Finally, off-shore facilities enable

beneflciaries to support certain
export activities especially in the
non-traditional manufactured
products area where some initial
impofting is necessary as paft
of the process of production
before exporting can occur.

Without access to foreign

exchange to support the initial
imports, subsequent exports
may be stultified.
In orderto secure these benefits,

Furthermore, attempts to
restrict capital flows lead to
distortions that are generally
costly to the economy imposing
the confols'l Also, underdeveloped
financial system can improve
their conditions by opening up
to off-shore borrowing. The
cha racteristic of u nderdeveloped
financial systems include low
level of financial depth; high
level of market concentration,
and high level of interest spreads

both of which reflect limited
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competition and inefficiency; low
degree of intermediation as well
as low level of maftet capitalization
and liquidity of stock markets.
An examination of the levels of
these indicators for Nigeria and
other Regions (see Tables V &
VI) shows that Nigeria's financial

system is still developing. In
particular, the data and other
available information illustrate
the ideas of several analysts that
a strong correlation and causal
link exists between financial
development and economic
growth - financial development
occumng prior to or accompanying
growth. Since external resource
inflow and financial liberalisation

re a f uture of

ina ncia
development it is argued that
they (external resources) are
favourable to development. For
example, fi nancial liberalization
and resource inflows would tend
to raise competition and reduce
a

f

I

management At the mboemrnrnh
level, with which this paper is

in the portfolio of the bank serious

more concerned, there are
important risks in receiving

threaten the very survival of the
organization.

off-shore funds. Itis notintended
to comprehensively review them

iii.

here because an indicative
discussion would suffice to
risks.

not be obvious in the credit

However, emphasis will be given
to those risks which essentially
arise or may be exacerbated by

off-shore borrowing and they
include the following:

i.
ii.

Currency risk
Credit risk
iii. Project risk
iv. Concentration risk
Policy risk
vi. Pricing risk
vii. Funding risk
viii. Maturity risk

v.

come without risks and other
costs. At the macroeconomic
level, prudent management is
essential "if capital inflows are
to be effectively absorbed and

exchange mte between the local
currency of the bank (Naira in
this case) will move against the
bank requiring more Naira for
every unit of the dollar that has

SOME RISKS OF
OFF.SHOREMRR(I'VING

efficiendy a

llmtd

to complement

domestic resurcesf

is

demonstrate the main types of

The potential benefits of off-shore
borrowing outlined here do not

III.

Project risk: This risk

very much like credit risk but has
been specifially isolated because
it is frequently insidious and may

i. Currency risk: This risk
arises from the fact that by
definition off-shore borrowing
means that the accounting
currency of a borrower bank
differs from the borrowed
currency usually the US dollar.
The real risk here is that the

spreads as well as impact
favourably on growth.

stresses develop and could

to be repaid. This could

be

process. It manifests itself in two
ways.

The first is that projects are not
completed or they are delayed
and do not begin to generate
revenues as originally envisaged.
The second form of this risk is
associated with raw materials
which may call for sizeable
incremental funding in local
and foreign currency at times
that were not explicitly planned
for in the project. The result of
all these is the weakening of the
loan asset portfolio as performance

fails.

iv. Concentration risk:

This
risk arises because underlying
transactions financed may appear
small in US dollar terms but
when translated into local

currency they are quite

significant and could represent
a sizeable proportion of the loan
asset portfolio. A hundred loans
of ten million Naira each may be

doing well in the portfolio of a
bank but the picture could be

For example,
because some types of external

the transaction financed are

completely reversed by two
off-shore loan guarantees of

flows are highly mobile, the

non-US dollar currencies.

US$s million each.

ii. Credit risk: This'is the risk

v. Policy risk: This has been a
particularlY serious risk where

the underlYing borrower to

off-shore facilities are extended
to suPPort a transaction that
require PolicY suPPoft saY in the

recipient country must maintain

a level of macro-economic
performa nce that is intemationally

competitive to retain the flows'

This is enormouslY chatlenging
from the standPoint of PolicY

serious where the revenues of

that the abilitY or willingness of

repay the facilitY to the bank
weakens. If the facilitY is large

No. 4

form of a licence or access to a
raw materidlr especially where
the support is;subject to periodic
or annual renewal. The license
or approval may not be renewed
because the officidls who

understood' or favdured a
policy have been changed.
Difficulties of this kind have
arisen in telecommunication,
mining, or commodity expofting
in severalAfrican countries in the
last few years and occurred in
Nigeria during the 1980's and
could arise again.

vi. Price risk: This is the risk
that the cost of an off-shore
facility would change and rise
beyond the pricing attached by

a bank to the underlying

tra nsaction.

This could happen in a variety
of situations. For example where
the pricing basis of the off-shore

facility (say LIBOR) is not
reflected in the underlying

Octobe

in the local market to cover the
payment delay.

viii. Maturity risk:

This risk
arises when a bank finances a
loan asset of a longer maturity
than the off-shore facility. This
kind of situation was faced by
banks during the Asian financial
crises of t997. The banks had
used short-term financial flows
to finance longerterm realestate

transactions and when the
short-term flows were reversed
a serious crisis followed.

ry.

RISK MITIGATION
TECHNIQUES

If the benefits of off-shore
borrowing discussed here are
to accrue to a country as well
as to its banks, the risks would
need to be managed and
mitigated. As already indicated,
available evidence including the
experience of East Asia, suggests
that the gains can far outweigh
the risks.

whether a bank's loan portfolio
isfunded wiHr off-shorc bonowings
or domestic resources. However,
structured finance has its origin
in external finance. As the debt

crisis raged in the 1980's,
international banks began to
look for ways of doing business
in debt-ridden countries while
avoiding the basic weakness of
the country risk. Since some
exporting entities were stillgood

"performance risks", the
solution found was for the
off-shore banks to create funding
structures under which they

accepted the local entity's

performance risk

and

transferred the "payment
risk"to a sound buyer usually
in an OECD country. This origin
of structured finance led Barnes
to define it as a technique of

"providing working capital
in difficult environments by
mitigating the risk through
moftgaging a n export flow".

macroeconomic level, the
relevant techniques are the

Overtime the use of the technique
continued to be refined and
expanded. As strictly speaking
structured finance would not be
suitable for managing working
capitalfunding risk many bankers
did not consider Ba rnes
cha racte rizati on as adequate.

liabilities, which are not being

responsibility of national

fully passed on to its counterparty.

economic managers and are

Coutler, for example, sees

outside the scope of this paper.
At the microeconomic level
banks exposed to off-shore
facilities could manage the risks
and obtain significant gains for
themselves and the economy at

structured finance from a rating
standpoint and argues that it
consists of transforming the risk
elements in a transaction such
that it achieves a rating superior
to what would obtain in the
absence of structuring. Thus,

transaction and the base rate
changes during the life of the
deal. Also a bank may disburse
off-shore funds ahead of the
completion of loan conditions by
the sub-borrower. This means

that the bank is incurring

vii. Funding/Liquidity risk:
This is the risk that temporary
difficulties that may be faced by
the underlying transaction would
not be readily covered as could

It

is therefore appropriate for
risk management mechanisms

to be developed. At the

happen in a local currency
transaction. For example,

large.

temporary delays in repayment
may be exacerbated because
the US dollar is not readily
available on reasonable terms

By far the most effective and
most widely used technique in
this regard, is structured finance.
The technique itself is valuable

47

structuring would be synonymous
with credit enhancement. Here
again, the characterization is
somewhat narrow and is probably

a reflection of the author's
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background. The essence of
structured finance however
applied, involves the identification

of the parties and risks in a
transaction and then using
structuring tools to transfer each
riskto the party considered better
equipped to bear the risk. There
are therefore three key stages
in structured finance:

x Identiflcation of pafties in a
x

*

transaction
Identification of relevant risks
LJsing s[ncturing hols b bansfer
or mitigate the risks.

to summarise architecture or art
in a few pages, which will do a
great dis-service to the subject.

Another technique that is
coming into use in managing
off-shore borrowing risk, which
again is merely mentioned here,
is alternative risk transfer (ART).
In a way ART is a variant of
structured finance but seeks to
harness tools in the insurance
and re-insurance market in
addition to the ones mentioned
already. It may not be interesting
to a Nigerian audience but with

the usual imagination that
Because structuring tools are
numerous and can be combined
in a wide variety of ways a broad
range of financing structures can
be created- the limit to structuring
possibilities being defined only
bythe imagination of the banker.
The tools used are highly varied

and include assignments,
pledges, off-take agreements,
"take-or-pay contracts, takeand-pay contractsi deferred
purchase agreements, letters of
credit, bid bonds, performance

bonds, certain insurances,
contingent equity, margins,
options, charged collection
accounts, warehouse receipts,
and warrants, guarantees, avals,
buy-back agreements and many
other tools in a field that is
continuously growing. Some of

the tools are speciflc to sectors
of the economy - for example,
BASA receivables in aviation, or

accompanies structuring it
could well be deployed.
Managing a loan asset portfolio
and the potentials risks therein
call for the application of a lariety
of credit judgements that are
not strict science but developed
from experierrce. Afreximbank is
an impoftant providerof off-shore
facilities to African banks including

a relatively large number of
Nigerian banks. Afreximbank
works closely with its partner
banks to develop and strengthen
structuring capaciUe and erercise
optimal credit judgements. With
regard to the latter, Afreximbank
encourages local banks to exercise
caution in assuming ceftain risks
including those involving SMEs

and start-ups which usually

call for special support probably
appropriate for public authorities
or venture-type funds. Recent
net-ca
receiva bles in experience has also dictated that
in
telecommunications. In similar caution be exercised
warein
in a accePting risks involved
view of this, it is imPossible
This is
more house based structures'
DaDer such as this to do
because in most Parts of Afri.g1
[nJn ,"t.lY mention a few of
warehousing sYstems are stlll
the relevant concePts' To seek
reiativelY weak and unrealiable'
io go fufther is tike attemPting

ll

In order to assist partner banks
fuildingard rcinforcjng s[ucturirp
capaciUes, Afteximbank operates
two training products - namely
iE seminas tiUred "Fundamenbls
of Structured Finance" and
in

"Advanced Structured

Finance ", These two senrinar
progmmmes are held in alternate
years. This year, the Advanced
Structured Finance seminar has
been scheduled for November
6-7 in.Cairo, Egypt and in order

to make regulators aware of
techniques that are becoming
widely used across the Continent,
Bank Examiners and Banking
Supervision officers of Central
Banks as well as Deposit Insumnce
agencies are being invited to join

the banks participating in the
seminar.

Structured finance is no longer
merely a technique for doing
business in "difficult countries"
but a growing and innovative
technique which in spite of its
origin has proved useful in
mitigating risks of off-shore
facilities. It is expected that if
the banks continue building on
their skills and apply them
imaginatively they should
achieve healthy portfolios and
bring gains to themselves and
the economies.

V. RECENT OFF.SHORE
FACILITIES IN NIGERIA

In recent years, international
banks and export credit agencies

to be returning to
Nigeria. Afreximbank came into
the country somewhat ahead of
them. The same Phenomenon
had been witnessed across the

appear

Continent.
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In this regard, international
banks are working with
Afreximbank in providing facilities

to the Continent through the
syndication market, the fofeiting

market, and

in

providing

interbank lines. These facilities

are provided to support
transactions such as seasonal
commodity exports, including
cocoa, coffee, cotton, oil-seeds,

etcetera as well as impofts of
refined petroleum products,
machinery etcetera. Tables
VII(a) & VII(b) show some of
the recent leading syndications
under which international banks
provided off-shore funds to African

entities. What comes across
from the tables especially table
VIII is that Nigeria is a relatively
late entnnt in the renewed inflow
but its involvement is beginning
to grow. The areas where
important inflows to Nigeria

have occurred include
Te I e co m m u n i ca t i o n

g Powe6

Aviation, Oil& Gas, OilSeruices,
Liquified Natural Gas (LNG),
non-traditional exports and to a
Iim ited extent co m modities. lt is
pertinent to explain aspects of
some of these transactions in
order to illustrate the significance
of the involvement of off-shore

flows. In the privatizing
telecom

m u n icati on s sector,

it

programme. off-shore banks
are already significantly engaged

and are actively working with
local banks to provide funding
for this impoftant programme of
a growth sector that is
si m u lta neo usly profitable.
Off-shore banks have also been
working with local banks in the
private Aviation sector financing
the acquisition of aircraft for local
routes (pafticularly Lagos/Abuja
route) as well as regional routes
and cargo business. A local bank
working with Afreximbank and
a club of international banks

provided facilities to support

power supply to Abuja. An
off-shore bank is leading a
syndicate of local, African and
international banks to raise
US$1.7 billion for the Nigerian

fees) will be in the order of US$2

or

unachievable and imply
co n s id e ra b le delay in the

b

fu

nd real estate invesffnents

while at the macro-economic
level the authorities were induced

to introduce contractionary
policies whereas the public sector

in plant and shipping.

was already in surplus. This
worsened aggregate demand

Afreximbank's experience in
proving funding directly or in
collaboration with local banks
indicates that the transactions
were fully structured with
pertinent risks appropriately
mitigated. Thus far, all our

and led to severe recession and
bankruptcies in the real sector.
This only reinforced the outflows
and the run on the banks.

Nigerian facilities have operated
well. For example, some of our
aviation facilities have been fully
repaid and the outstanding ones
are on course.

VI. PUBLIC POUCY
RESPONSE

billion in the near-to-medium
term. One way of implementing
the investment programme in
this sector is to finance it with
equity but this may prove costly
even
and inefficient

flows

LNG to paft finance its investments

is estimated that required
investments (outside license

have been questioning off-shore
operations of commercial banks.
it is probable that this is based
on the fear that these'operations
may adversely affect asset quality
of the banks concerned like the
experiences that accompanied
the Asian financial crises or the
cases of distress that occurred
in the mid-1990's. With regard
to the Asian banking crises that
accompanied the large inflows
into that Region, it should be
recalled that the real cause of
the crisis was maturity mismatch
and inappropriate macro-economic
response. At the micro-economic
levelthe banks used shoft-term

In the light of the observations
here, a pertinent question to
raise concerns what public policy

towards off-shore borrowing
should be. Available information
indbaEs Utat sorTe Bank bomines

Describing the conditions

in
Thailand int997, the Nobel Prize

Winner, Joseph Stiglitz stated
that short-term capital is "the
kind of capital that looks for the
highest return in the next day,
week or month" helped fuel
an unsustainable real estate
boom which eventually burst. As
suddenly as the capital flowed
in, it flowed out and everybody
wanted their money at the same
time causing serious banking
difficulties. Conditions in Nigeria
differ from those that existed in
Asia in L997. Nigerian banks as
indicated earlier are involyed in
structured deals and the inflows
differ from those that created

-

-
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the Asian difficulties.

addressed this problem by taxing

income from foreign exchange
Besides the experience in t997,
other available evidence even in
East Asia shows that off-shore

borrowing properly managed
can and have been beneficial to
the economies. The experience
in Latin America though mixed
only emphasized the lesson that
resource in-flows need to be
prudently managed in order to
secure gains for a country. In
the light of this, the Nigerian
authorities and Bank Examiners
should assist domestic banks to
ha rness the resou rces in
off-shore markets. The stance
of bank examination should in

dealing, purchase of Government

securities and similar activity,
more steeply than income from
true lending business in support
of the real sector especially the

export sector. Thirdly, it

is

suggested that explicit control

of off-shore borrowing be
avoided. Thus, controls which
involve individual exercise of
discretion should not be applied.

Some countries define the
capacities of skills considered
desinbleto enable a bankengage
in off-shore business and then
licence those banks meeting the
conditions to do the business.

addition to compliance and

Thus, individual lending

financial stability seek to pursue
constructive regulation aimed at
financial development - that is

transactions are not sent to the
Central Bank.for approval as to
do so would expose he Regulator:s
to serious complications. Not

financial deepening or the
securing of diversity in the
nstitutions and services available

onlywould they become opemtors
but they expose themselves to

in the financial system. In this

moral hazard in situations of

i

regard, the f ollowing

reco m m e n d ati o n s are humbly
made to Bank Examiners and
the authorities. First, to support
credit operations,
banks, a

in

system of corporate rating
should be introduced. Once the
system is established, prudential
guidelines should set minimum
rating to be attained by large
corporate borrowers to qualiflT
for ceftain levels of credit, Secondly,
because fi nancia I intermediation

in Nigeria appears modest, action

is required to get banks to
operate more actively in the real
sector. It is surPrising to note
that banls with loan-deposit mtios
as low as 25 30o/o still make
substantial Profits. A number of
lcountries in North Africa have

-

default.

VII. SUMMARY AND
CONCLUDING REMARI(S
This paper reflected on the flow
of off-shore resources both into
Nigeria and other developing
regions of the world. In the period
prior to 1986, private sector
flows to Nigeria and Africa were
easy and unimpeded. The debt
crises changed that and even
after foreign exchange dealing
systems were reformed resource
flows remained tight. Unlike the
conditions in East Asia, where
off-shore flows were large and

dominantlY of Private origin,
off-shore resources reinforced
growth and develoPment in East

Asia but had modest effects in
Nigeria. In principle, off-shore
resources can and have been
used to augment domeitic'savings

to support

investments;

promote exports and support
financial development. In spite
of these benefits there are risks
in off-shore resources but they
can be managed. The position
taken by the paper is that Bank
Examiners and the authorities
should support the management
of the risks not resort to direct
controls.
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THE ROLE OF GOVERNANCE
IN NATIONAL DEI/ELOPMENT
BY

DR. NATHANIEL C. OZIGBO*

o

ne of the principal issues in
the analysis of development

contempoary developing coun[ies
are organized in states and the

of

is the extent to which the state

governments

and corporate organizations
influence it. Prevailing ideas

have become the central source
of power.

aboutthe links among democracy,
good governance/ and economic
growth have come almost full

circle over the past three
decades. It is believed that
good govemance and development

go hand in hand. Recent
scu sslo ns about the conditions
for good govemance nise questions
d

i

about the structure and
functioning of the state, its
relationship to society and its
actual and potential role in
promoting the development.
The state does not exist in a
vacuum, it operates within an
environment in which people
share certain beliefs and values,

compete for some objectives
and associate for others and
differ in their ideas about power
and how it should be exercised.
It is also believed that the rules
with which people comply are
set by the central organs of
government, but they also
devolve from explicit or implicit
cultural agreements about what
is acceptable and desirable.

Thus, the state cannot be
lseparated from culture and
governance cannot be considered
without reference to its cultural
context. Consequently, the state
has becomethe only intemationally

recognized instrument for
governing human societies. All

political decisions.

nation-states

This paper presents a framework
for the analysis of governance
as iteffects sustained development
incorporating economic growth
with social equity and human
rights. The paper suggests that

governance have several
mensions, namely: political,
technical and institutional. It
identifies the essentials of
governance including the
d

adding technical legitimacy to

i

THE MEANITTG OF @VERIiIAT{CE

Governance is not a word that
has been used extensively in the
past by political scientist, and its
recent appearance in popular
usage has not been very rigorous.
According to the Oxford Dictiona ry

governance means the act or
mannerof governing, of exercislng

control or authority over the
actions of subjects, a system of
rcgulations, In essence, govemance

pacities for exercising autfority,

may be taken as denoting how
people are ruled and how the

solving problems, resolving confl icts

affairs of the state are administered

and implementing programmes
and policies. The paper also
suggest that any development
strategy will combine a number of
objectives, including the state's
commitment to reduce povety,
ensure equal opportunity and

World Bank'1989' defined

ca

provide social services. The
paper also emphasizes that
social policy should never be

and regulated. It also refers to
a nation's system of politics and
how this functions in relation to
public admlnistration and law.
Thus, the concept of governance
includes political dimension. The

governance as the exercise of
political power to manage a
nation's affairs.

privatized and that reducing
disparities is a crucial aspect of
flre pditi?l dinnersbn of gove rn a nce
and reflects attempts to resolve
political and social conflicts. This
analysis is a crucial ingredient
of policy making, and serves

various purposes of giving
decision-makers a mediumterm perspective for solving
problems and helping to
strengthen the exercise of
leadership and authority by

Governance encompasses the

state's institutional and
structural arrangements,
n-making processes and
implementation capacity, and

decisi

o

the relationship between
government officials and the
public. It irnplies that public
authority play an indispensable
and potentially creative role in
establishing the economic
environment and in determining

*Dr. N.C. Ozigbo is of the Dept. of Business Ailminisiruliott, UniversiU uJ'rlbuju.
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the distribution of assets and
benefits.

It also implies the possibility that
a self-seeking elite intent on
plundering the nation's wealth
may capture the government.
From time immemorial, societies
have struggled to establish
governments that promote the
public interest, only to find that
public resources have divefted
to private benefit and that power
is being retained by violent and
arbitrary means.

According to Nelson, J. (1985)
he said that good governance
requires a strong civil society,
including strong non-gp\€rnment
institutions that can articulate
disonbnt and proMde meclranisms

governance are conceptually

independent or invariably

complementary. Confl icts may
arise at least in the shoft-run.
Sen A.K. (1990) argued that in

for access to government.

general terms the notions of
fireedom, bansparency, participation

and accountability are key
ingredients forgood govemance
and development. This argument

indicates that economic and
social progress is not only
objective of development that

I

I

I

I
I

OjetunjiAboyade who had been
involved in arranging for the
Nigerian military to hand power
back to the civilian authorities
in a democratic system drew a
link between governance and
resource utilization. Good
governance, he said, has been

freedom from fear and arbitrary
anest, frree speech, free association defined as a combination of
and the right to run for and hold good economic and good politics
political office all are important and grassroot institutions should
elements in living a fuller and form the building blocks for
more meaningful life.
is effective governance.
therefore arguable that actions
in these areas should be subsumed There is also the more profound
under a broadened heading of issue of the precise relationship
development
between the different components
of governance and development.
This paper defines governance While it can be argued that
rather more broadly than the freedom of expression, institutional
World Bank does. Governance is pluralism, transparency,
defined as the good goveinment accountability and the like (all
of society. Good government seen as key ingredients in the
guides the country along a process of democracy) are
course leading to the desired important aspects of good
goals, in this case development.
governance. There is no
Development itself is defined convincing evidence that
broadly to include the concepts multiparty democracy, which is
of equity, social justice and the being urged in Nigeria, is necessary
effective exercise of basic human
social and economy
rights. Governance, therefore, is develop ment.
impl icitly equated with democrary
and the two words are used THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
interchangeably. On the other GOOD GOVERNANCE
,

According to Landell-mills and
Serageldin (1991) described

governance as the use of
political authority and exercise
of control over a society and the
management of its resources.

For social and economic
deve I o p me nt, Landell-mills and
Serageldin observed that this
broad definition encompasses

the nature and functioning of
the state's institutional and
structural artangemenb, decision-

making processes, policy
form u lation, implementation
capacity, information flow,
effectiveness of leadership and
the nature of the relationship
between rulers and ruled.

It

may be said that good

governance depends on the
extent to which a government
is perceived and accepted as
legitimate, commited to improving
the public welfare and responsive

to the needs of its citizen;
competent to assure law and
order and deliver Public seruices,
able to create an enabling PolicY

environment for Productive
activities and equitable in its
conduct. Not all facets of good

j

It

;

i
i

well-being.

I

I

for

hand, World Bank define
governance more narrowly as
the manner in which power is
exercised in the management of
a country's economic and social
resources for develoPment. The
term is more neutraland aPPlies
to differentforms of government.

Given the conceptual complexities

noted above, the only viable
approach to guide intervention
by external actors is to identifY
and foster those asPects of
governance that are least
controversial. While there are
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many different views about what

constitutes good governance
some important aspects of
which are culturally determined.

In this section of the paper, we
can agree on a minimum core
of characteristics. In large
measures, these derive from or
are related to the universal
Declaration of Human Rights,
adopted by the United Nations
in 1948. This declaration has
been signed by the vast majority
of countries and are taken as
representing the moml consensus

of the international community
of natiors whid indude the follows :

.

The political rulers and

government officials, are both
held accountable to the ruled for
their actions through clearly

forinulated and transparent
processes and more pafticularly
that the legitimacy of government
is regularly established through
some well defined open process
of public choice such as election
referendum and so on (Aticle 21).

.

The safety and security of
citizens is assured (Article 3, 5)
and the rule of law prevails such

that contracts can be fairly
enforced both among private
opeator:s (individmls or enterprises)

and between a private operators
and the state. Moreover, citizens
should be legally protected from
arbitrary or capricious actions by
public authorities (Articles 7, B,
9, 10, 11 and 2B).

.

fublicagerrciesarcrcsponsile

to the needs of the public and
social and economic development

is promoted for the benefit of

October/December 2001

allcitizens in an equitable manner
(Article 22, 23, 24, 25).

.

The ready availability of
information that will permit
accountability to be practiced,
laws to be correctly applied,
markets to function and people
to be creative and innovative
(Article 19)

o

Freedom

of association

and expression of opinion (Afticle

19,20).

(Killick 1990) Huntington, S. P.
(1978) argue that the trend
disengaging the state from
productive activities, while
emphasizing the state's role in
prcviding social and infiastructural
services will have a major impact
on issues of governance. Bates

(1988) argues that a distinct
through related trend is the
panl lel nprre bnad deentalizatbn
and the empowerment of local
communities. In what follows,
we discuss how accountability
can be built into these processes,

These general principles were
subsequently'afticulated in two
covenants ratified by the United

but neither empowerment nor
accountability will assure better

Nations Assembly. Their relelance

gpvemance unless public agencies
are made more competent. This

to international institutions

brings to the fore issues of

been the subject of scholarly

technical management and skill
acquisition.

as
well as to governments has since
study. ln applying these principles,

it is important to note that
governance consist of two

A competent and accountable

nte r-twi ned dimensions, one
is political and relates to the

ensure development unless

distinct but intimately
i

commitment of good governance
and the other is technical and
relates to issues of efficiency and

public management. Without
political commitment little can be
achieved, even with an efficient
public administration. And without
an efficient public administration
no government can be achieved
however benevolent. It, therefore,
follows that the performance of
government depends on the role

assigned

to the state,

the

competence of public agencies
and extent to which there is an

enabling environment that
facilitates and encourages
growth, promoting activities by
private citirens and honest
behaviour by pubiic officials.

53

government dedicated to liberal
economic policies will not alone

public agencies simultaneously
investin infnstructure and human
resource development (World
Bank 1989). When this is done,
most elements are present to
create an enabling environment

where private operators can
flourish. Thisthen is the challenge

of good governance. We note
that the present international
order is based on the concept
of sovereignty. It can be arqued
that the quality of a nation's
governance is not a legitimate
concern of foreigners. The concept

of sovereignty underlines

all
aspect of international order. It
implies reciprocal non-inteference
in internal affairs and respect for

territorial integrity and
i nte rnatio na I ly recognized
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borders. Because Poor countries
generally have fragile politics and
weak qBtems of accounbbil itY with
few autonomous institutions and

little power to off set that

exercised by the "Central

govern ment", external agencies

are potentially key political
players capable of exerting
considerable influence. The
intervention goes fufther than
a critique of a pafticular

programme

or project, which is

generally
regarded as a legitimate concern
and touches on the ability of
a'regime' to govern effectively
in the interest of its citizenry.

On the other hand, corporate

market com petiUon and Cotpomte

Links. The definition further
suggests that the various forces
that affects a firm's behaviour
may be substitutes as well as
complements in pushing the firm
toward efficiency.

markets into firm behaviour. This

definition focuses on two
eleme nts, the signal generated
outside the firm and the control

structures inside the firm to
execute decisions based on
those signals. The definition is
broadestthan the more traditional
ones, which focus on the conflict
between outside investors and
to management. It reflects the
impoftance of recognizing at the
outset that control over a firm's
course involves more than these
two groups of actors (investors
and top management).

Despite its theoretical flavour,

this definition of corporate
governance has important
practical implications. It opens
the firm and its management to
pressures from sources other

than shareholders.

It

also

emphasizes the need to look
at corporate governance within
the wider context of Product

and
mandates have a distinct role
in fostering better governance.
External agencies generally can
more easily address the technical
is
aspects of governance.
important to discuss the possible

It

contributions of different

The corporate governance
problem has been studied
extensively, both theoretically
and empirically. Roe (1994)

categori es of external agencies
that have contributed immensely
for fostering better governance.

characterized it as one of strong
managers, weak owners. This
type of firm relies on anonymous
finance using primarily arm's
length contracts and third-party
intervention through the market
for corporate control.

1

governance is defined as the set

mechanisms that translate
signals from product and input

their varying missions

Another set of contributions
focused on the impact of the
legal and financial systems on
corporate behaviour rather than
peformance. Rajan and Zingales
(1998) show that under certain
assu mpUons industries dependent
on external finance are more
developed in counEies with better
protection of external investors.

Rajan and Zingales (1998)
present evidence that corporate
governance affects the degree

of diversification of firms.

LaPofta (1999) show that firms
in common law countries pay

more dividends than their
counterpafts in civil law countries.

All these findings suggest that
investor protection strongly
influence firm behaviour and
economic performance and
growth.

DIFFERING ROLES OF
EXTERNAL AGENCIES
External actors dePending on

International and
M

ultilateral Institutions

Because the statutes of
internationa I and multilateral
institutions expressly rule out
political considerations, actions
are focused on the technical
aspects of governance. In this
case, the World Bank and the
United Nation agencies have
worked to strengthen public
administration including the
judiciary to reform public sector
enterprises and to buib instjtutional
capacity. This is entirely the right

focus, although much more
could be done to improve
effectiven ess aM sustainabi ity.
In addition, there has been
increasing effort to promote
institutional pluralism by fostering
local government, NGOs and
I

grass-root organizations (Salmen

1990) with the objective of
mobilizing local human and
financial resources to provide
comrnunity services. These
invaluable services could be
expanded.

2.

Bilateral Agencies

Although international agencies
have a ParticularlY strong role
to play in the areas noted above,
bilateral agencies could also
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influenced by economic
circumstances. In essence,
pragmatic and collaborative

contribute significantly in similar
ways. Bilateral agencies use their
influence to promote political
accountability and respect for
human rights, particularly by
encouraging the rule of law.
Helping to organize fair elections
by furnishing resources and
observers is another possibility.
Impoftant oppoftunities exist for

in wries drer humanibrian
actions to relieve suffering and
re-establish civil order in war-torn
zones. Another role is to set up

Industuy and other special interest

CORPORATE ROLE IN

bilateral donors to promote honest

groups. While the w@d order
remains strongly anchored to
the principle of the sovereignty
of nations, external agencies can

GOVERNANCE

government by channeling
funds in ways that reduce the
chance of corruption. These
include untying aid, insisting on
open competitive procurement
procedures and outlawing bribes
or payments of commission by
suppliers.

3

Non-Governmental
Organisation

Industrial country NGOs promote
better governance in two ways.

First, they can support their
counterparts in developing
countries. Such interuentions by
small agencies can be more
effective at the community level
where they are less constrained
by their relationship with the
government authorities. This

distance gives them more
credibility with the groups they
are assisting.
Secondly, they address human
rights abuses in a manner that
is seen to be completely apolitical.
For oample, Amne$y InErntiornl5
stong rcpuhtion for professionalism

and objectivity has been
rewarded with considerable
moral authority in international
affairs.
NGO's also play an active role in
conflict resolution as well as

engage

twinning anangernents or

retwois

operational initiatives $r donor

agencies and recipient

concerns, for exa mplg prcfessional

governments should make it
possible to achieve significant

associations, trade unions,

improvements in governance.

between groups with common

Chambers

of Commerce

and

contribute signifi canUy to fostering

good governance in countriesseeking their assistance. Without
better governance, aid resources
are likely to be largely wasted.
While concefted action among
agencies would achieve desired
results, not all agencies have the
same role. Bilateralagencies can
press for political accountability
while non-govemmental agenciep
can address issues of human
righE abuse and confl ict rcsolution.
All agencies could insist on more
effective systems of bureaucratic
accountability and can provide

more targeted assistance
p

rog ttt m mes aimed at sbegUrcning

the capacity of public and private
institutions. It is important to
emphasize that in a pluralist
i n stitutional structure, better

information flows, the rule of
law and a more participatory
development pror:ss are likely

to result in more political

accou nta bi I ity. Our discussion
so far has shown that good
governance .is a fragile plant
hat will need susbined nourishing.

It requires a fundamental

change in mentality and social
expectations that will change
only gradually, but the pace of
change is likely to be strongly

In rcent tirne, ooponte governance

has dominated policy agenda
both in the developed and
transition economies. It has
been among the most hotly
debated issues.
But how important is corporate

governance? Some rank it
among the most important
policy issues; others claim that
it effects are of second order.
These differences in opinion may
reflect the fact that people mean
different things by the term.
Recent study address corporate
governance from a comparative
empirical perspective. The a ticles
by l-a Pofta (1999) aise impoftant
questions about the interaction
between law and finance and

more broadly about the role of

institutions in economic
development. Aoki Masabiko
( 1998) def ined corporate
governance as the set of
mechanisms that translate
signals from product and input
markets into corporate behaviour.

This definition focuses on two
elements; the signal generated
outside the corporate organization
and the control structures inside

the organization. This definition

has practical impIications. It
opens the corporate organization

a
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and its management to Pressures

from sources other than

shareholders. It emphasizes the

need to look at corporate
governance within the wider
context of product market
competition and corporate
links.

The definition further suggest
that the various forces that
affect, corporate organisation's
behaviour may be substitutes as
well as complements in pushing
the organization toward efficiency.
La Porta (1999) show that firms
in common law countries pay

more dividends than their
counterparts in civil law countries.
Recent literature is based on the
promise that the main corporate
governance is centred on
self-interested management
and weak dispersed shareholders.

I he literature follows a long
tradition, which states that in
the quest to understand the
interaction between the legal
framework and corporate
governance, the contributors
have shown that the empirical
context from where they derlved

ownership of the organization or
part of it may switch to other
providers of capital. The implicit
argument that those who own

when
taken beyond the developed
economies.

This study has identified the
shortcoming of the corporate
governance. Literature has it
that it restricts its attention to
control by the providers of capital
and by the equity-holders. In
a legalistic sense, this restriction
may be justified because equity

holders formally own the
corporate organization unless
it is bankrupt. In which case

some of the trends that are likely
b shapethefuturc rcleof copomte
organizations.

the corporate organization
should control

it is flawed in

Corporate governance role will

many respects.

be a function of the trends,

In developing

pafticularly, economic and soclal
roles that emerge, and will have

countries,

particularly in Nigeria, the an expanded rather than
policy mix for reforming contracted role in the future.

rate governance depends
very much on the roles played

a

co rpo

by markets and different

stakeholders. More generally, we

believe that the corporate
governance problem in Nigeria
in a broader perspective is an
equilibrium problem because the
absence of organized markets
and small investors give rise to

Though, there is no absolute

consensus that the future
corporate governance role will
be expanded, the bulk of writing,

thinking and predicting done
invite this conclusion. What is
not so clear is how expanded
corporate governance future role
will be. In an effort to image

substitute construct. These
substitutes prevent capital
markets and market based

some of the features of this
expanded role, we attempt to
emphasis on a few prominent

corporate shareholdings from
emerging. In such a situation,

developments and trends under
the following issues;

modifying corporate flaw

.
.
.
.

according to the guidelines of
La Porta is likely to have effect
and may even be counterp rod uctive.

their view were highly It should be adddd'that
unrepresentative

and probably fairer to suggest

Changing societal value
Work life in the future
Limits to growth
Global consciousness

there
have been many predictions of
what corporate governance and
social role of business in the future
would be like. One principle reason
for this is that so much thinking

i. Changing Societal Value
It is perhaps proper to discuss
changing values first because
this factor forms the basis for

has been done but so little
consensus has been reached.
As we attempt to limit discussion

times, it has become apparent
that social and personal goals

to the corporate governance and
its role, we have to isolate as
best as we can many of the
economic, technological and
political factors that we know
that are vitalto a comprehensive
picture of the future. It is safer

many of the developments that

are now underway. In recent
compete with economic as major
concerns of the citizenry. New
attitudes have developed and
are continuing to develop with

respect to the environment;

interpersonal relations,
i

n

sti tu ti

onaI

authority, welfare

and entitlement of societal

25 No.
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members. There is indication role of corporate organizations
that these values are resulting I will extend beyond national
not only in a growing concern I boundaries. The changing
for a cleaner environment, international order is dictating
business groMh, equal rights in that corporate organizations no
the wod<place, they are all causing
longer consider its role on simply

managerial behaviour to be
more in conformance with
increasingly higher ethical
expectations.

ii.

Work Life in the Future
Changing population factors
suggest difficult times for
corporate organizations in the
future as it attempts to absorb
a larger and more educated

a national scale. A global

The recent acknowledgement
that there are limits to " business
growth" is not merely a reflection
of changing values about the
environment and pollution, but
represents a realization of the
stark reality of an energy shoftage
and limited resources. This new
awareness is in striking contrast
to the traditional business view

that t'big is better" and that

continuous growth should be
the ultimate objective. Corporate

organizations have a very
i mporta nt social responsibility
to manage so that the quality
of life is not further diminished.

iv.

GlobalConsciousness
Most of the issues we have
discussed have peftained to the
domestic society but the future

leme ntati o n

The paper also discusses the

on the internationai scene. More

future role of corporate

than anything else, corporate

orga n izati o n s, thus identifl ng
four trends that will shape the

SUMMARY

Limit to Growth

p

more obvious. As a consequence,

and quality of jobs that will
accom modate this new uok-forc.

iii.

pollcy funnulaUon, i m

corporate organization has to
thinkthrough its role and impact

probably the biggest employment
problem corporate organizations
will face is to produce the quantity

The immediate problem and

the nature and functioning of
the state's institutiOnal and
structural arrangements,
decision-making processes,
capacity, information flows,
effectiveness of leadership and
the nature of the relationship
between rulers and the ruled.

consciousness is forming and

taking hold. Independence
among nations is becoming

governance represents economic
powers, a power that must be
exercised in a responsible fashion.
As it does this, it helps fulfill its
role as one of the most effective
instruments of economic as well
as social advancement.

work force into iE daily opentions.

Seregeldin observed that this
broad defi nition encompasses

The paper has focused on the
various discussions about the
conditions for good governance,
which raises questions aboutthe
structure and functioning of the
state, its relationship to society
and its actual and potential role
in promoting development. The
state does not exist in vacuum,
it opeates within an environment
in which people share certain
beliefs and'values, compete for
some objectives and associate

with others and differ in their
ideas about power and how it
should be exercised. The paper
also identifi es various definitions
of corporate governance. One is
the use of politica! authority and
the exercise of control over a
society and the management of
its rcsoure for social and eonomic
devetopment. Landell-Mills'and

future of the corporate
organization. The

paper

points out that if the corporate
organization fails in this pursuit,

it will no longer be a viable
institution in the society.
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